


aspects of theory on technical systems as weil as knowledge of properties of existing or 

proposed technical systems. (Eder 2011 ). 

To set the focus of the investigation at hand, object-related specific design knowledge 

is defined here as specific design artifact knowledge (SDAK). SDAK contains all aspects nec

essary to define a technical system fulfilling a set of required functions. SDAK can further 

be characterised through knowledge of the domains of function, behaviour and structure 

of the technical system to be designed (Gero and Kannengiesser 2004) and the ability to 

reason about these aspects (Johnson and Satchwell 1993). Knowledge of constraints con

cerning function, behaviour and structure as weil as on relationships between them (Gero 

and Kannengiesser 2004; Gorti et al. 1998) enable this kind of reasoning. Constraints and 

relationships often lead to unique requirements on the technical system in the design pro

cess, which makes it very challenging to reuse SDAK (Busby 1999). Consequently, SDAK 

frequently has to be generated specifically for the individual design case. 

In many cases, SDAK is part of the experience built up by engineering designers dur

ing their work on design projects. However, it is also possible to generate SDAK in a 

more systematic and structured way. For example, C-K design theory provides a frame

work to build up knowledge in conceptual design processes (Hatchuel and Weil 2009) at a 

macro level. Weisbrod and Kroll (2018) illustrate, how this framework can be used to sys

tematically support knowledge generation through a design method and validate their 

method in a follow-up study (Kroll and Weisbrod 2020). The final results of their design 

method are a requirement list and a final concept to be used for the following detailed 

design. That means, SDAK is generated concerning conceptual aspects but neither on 

details of structure and behaviour nor on constraints and interrelationships on the detail 

level. 

On the one hand, most of the design methods used to generate SDAK remain at a con

ceptual level as described in Weisbrod and Kroll (2018). On the other hand, there are design 

methods that are possibly able to support the generation of SDAK for detail design. These 

methods are evaluated through the designs produced rather than the knowledge gener

ated in the process. This results in a lack of understanding  and consequently a lack of 

established design methods  to support the generation of SDAK in unique cases within 

the detail design of technical systems. Therefore, this contribution aims to investigate the 

generation of SDAK for detail design by using a design method for knowledge generation 

through qualitative modelling as an exemplary case. 

2. Literature review

In product development, the capability for knowledge generation regarding the modelling 

of product structures is deemed sufficient (McMahon, Lowe, and Culley 2004), as it can rely 

on a plethora of available models, for example. Concerning SDAK for detail design, appropri

ate models for knowledge generation should include function, behaviour and structure of 

a technical system. Through modelling methods, engineering designers can be supported 

in building up those models. Therefore, section 2.1 reviews the literature on qualitative 

modelling methods for knowledge generation. 

To assess the impact of design methods for modelling, their effects need to be investi

gated in validation studies, where they are applied by method users. Therefore, Section 2.2 



reviews the literature on research methodology for design method validation to identify 
appropriate research methods. 

2.1. Qualitative mode/s and modelling to generate specific design artifact 

know/edge 

In design, modelling processes can be described by using the Function Behaviour Structure 
Ontology (FBS) by Gero and Kannengiesser (2004). Especially in the analysis phase of the 

FBS, a plethora of models is used. Quantitative models like multibody simulations or models 
using the finite element method come to mind. In building up these quantitative mod
els in a purposeful way, qualitative assumptions about SDAK must be made. Here, besides 
intuitive approaches like sketching (Serrano Lasa, Etxabe, and lriondo 2022), qualitative 
models can support. Often they are used in the structuring of relations and thoughts regard
ing SDAK, like the Characteristics properties models (CPM) (Weber 2014), Design Structure 
Matrices (DSM) (Eppinger and Browning 2012) or Bond Graphs (Gawthrop and Bevan 
2007). For identification of SDAK, graphical models like the Contact and Channel Approach 
(C&C2 A) (Albers and Matthiesen 2002) or the Organ Domain models (Andreasen, Hansen, 
and Cash 2015) exist. Summarising studies like Weidmann et al. (2017) or Matthiesen et al. 
(2019) give a glimpse of the plethora of single case studies that have been published regard
ing the application of qualitative models in solving corporate design problems. However, 
even for the widespread models like bond graphs or DSM, the impact of their application is 
still unclear and hinders further research into the improvement of gaining specific design 
knowledge by using these models. Modelling training exists, however, mostly no explicit 
modelling method is present. Summarising, the first steps in the generation of SDAK can 
be supported by qualitative models, however, due to the lack of explicit training methods 
and reliable evidence regarding their impact, this support remains unclear. 

2.2. Research methodo/ogy for design method validation 

Design methods are one core result of design research and enable knowledge on design 
to be used in practice (Cross 2007; Blessing and Chakrabarti 2009). As such, design meth
ods should be validated concerning their impact on the designer, the design process and 
design outcomes. Design methods originate from different positions between theoretical 
and pragmatic stances (Reich 201 O) and include insights from various scientific disciplines 
(Cross 2007). This results in a lack of clarity as to how design method validation should take 
place and what kind of evidence is needed for validation (Gericke, Eckert, and Stacey 2017). 

As the outcomes of design is influenced by various variables, multiple studies with differ
ing foci are needed to comprehensively validate a design method (Tromp and Hekkert 2016; 
Blessing and Chakrabarti 2009). Additionally, iterations might be necessary, based on the 
studies' results (Gericke, Eckert, and Stacey 2017). Studies to validate design methods can 
be empirical or theoretical in nature and focus on the soundness of the design method itself 
or its outcomes while being applied (Blessing and Chakrabarti 2009; Pedersen et al. 2000). 
Existing approaches for design method validation such as the descriptive study II within 
the DRM - Design Research Methodology (Blessing and Chakrabarti 2009) and the validation 

square (Pedersen et al. 2000) suggest conducting early investigations of design methods in 





































6. Discussion

Due to investigating the effects of a design method using a newly developed operational

isation, the discussion and corresponding limitations are presented for the results and 

the implications for the research methodology used separately. Section 6.1 discusses the 

observed effects of qualitative modelling on SDAK for detail design in a wider context, while 

Section 6.2 reflects on the chosen operationalisation of SDAK for detail design. Section 6.3 

then considers limitations concerning the study design chosen. 

6.1. Effects of qualitative modelling on specifc design artifact know/edge 

The research question is partially approved through the investigated hypotheses. The 

results regarding the hypothesis H 1 show that the usage of the modelling method of the 

C&C2-Approach significantly increases specific design artifact knowledge on the system 

level. The results regarding the hypotheses H2.l and H2.2 show no statistically signifi

cant effect on the identification of function-critical areas and function-relevant system 

states. 

These results extend the insights into the impact of the investigated modelling method 

on specific design artifact knowledge in detail design. Up to now, it was known that 

the usage of already built up C&C2-Models supports understanding of technical sys

tems (Gladysz and Albers 2018). The usage of already built-up models, however, is only 

one of the applications of qualitative models in detail design. With this investigation, 

the positive impact of the modelling method itself on SDAK has been shown in com

parison to intuitive approaches on the system level. This means that the modelling 

method of the C&C2-Approach taught in the video-based training leads to increased 

understanding of the technical system even if the method users are no experts in this 

approach. 

The difficulty of the example systems varies regarding the system level task. The snap 

fit joint reaches the upper boundary of the measurement scale and the data indicates a 

generally high SDAK score. This might reduce the effect of the modelling method, as the 

control group also gained quite high results, leaving few possibilities for increase. As the 

more complicated system, the cartridge press did not reach the boundaries of the mea

surement scale, indicating that this system's difficulty is suitable for such a task. To gain 

more clearly detectable effects in future investigations on the system level, the system dif

ficulty of the snap fit joint has to be increased or another, comparably difficult technical 

system needs to be prepared as stimulus. This could be done e.g. through the addition 

of more components (more complicated system) or through the addition of 30 working 

surface pairs (more complex system). 

On the detail level investigation regarding the critical areas, it seems that the snap fit 

joint was far easier to analyse, as almost all participants identified the critical areas. In the 

test group, the share of  participants that identified additional areas increased. This might 

be caused by overthinking of the participants in identifying embodiment function elements 

(steps e) and f) of the modelling method). This shows a potential weakness of the modelling 

method that should be investigated further. In addition, possibilities for improvements of 

the measuring precision of the image maps can be derived from the results. The image map 

of the snap fit joint most likely contained too few choices and the residual structure was 





A possible strategy to mitigate the described shortcomings in future studies could be 

to include more realistic tasks which require application of the necessary knowledge. For 

example, participants could be asked to change the detail design of a given technical sys

tem so it is able to fulfil its function. By interpreting the changes made, conclusions can be 

drawn on detail understanding within SDAK. 

6.3. Limitations 

In the chosen experimental design, order effects might occur. All participants are assigned 

first to the control group task and then to the test group task. The assumption behind this 

setup is that the learnings from the control group task do not influence the test group 

results. The systems are based on different physical effects (friction cone at the cartridge 

press and force distribution at the snap fit joint). Therefore, learnings from these tasks don't 

necessarily increase the ability to solve the other task, especially as no feedback on the cho

sen solutions is given. The joint modelling task in the training course also focuses on other 

physical effects, here no knowledge about the cartridge press and snap fit joint is gained. 

Therefore, the influence of learning is deemed negligible. However, as the only way to be 

sure is the replication of the experiment with separated control and test groups, no definite 

statement can be made. 

For the clarity of the gained results, the comparison with intuitive approaches is not 

optimal, as a wide variety of unknown approaches are used in the control group, some of 

which might be more successful than others. This variety increases the scatter of the inves

tigation results. However, for this study, no comparable modelling method with already 

investigated impact on SDAK is present. The diversion of intuitive approaches has also 

been limited through the selection of the participants from groups with similar educa

tion and experience. For future studies, the modelling method used in this study can 

be used as a baseline to compare new or improved modelling methods in embodiment 

design. 

7. Conclusion

The investigation presented here was able to determine a statistically significant effect of 

qualitative modelling on SDAK at the system level and thus identify a potential support 

for the generation of SDAK for detail design. The effects achieved by modelling with the 

exemplary chosen design method can also be potentially achieved by alternative modelling 

methods or other design methods. With the present study, we form a benchmark for further 

investigations. 

Concerning the exploration of how SDAK for detail design is generated, no effects of the 

chosen modelling method could be identified. This might be attributed to the reasoning 

underlying the operationalisation on the detail level of SDAK, the operationalisation itself, 

the study design or the stimuli chosen. With the present scoping study, we have taken 

the first step to investigate the generation of SDAK for detail design. Further studies are 

needed to expand on the insights gained into the generation of SDAK. Even if no conclu

sive statement could be derived on how SDAK is built up in detail, a statistically robust 

research method could be developed and starting points for further research could be 

identified. 
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